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The majority of human transcript sequences take the form of
single-pass sequencing from the extremities of cDNA clones,
known as expressed sequence tags (ESTs) (6–10). These data,
however, can be used only to compile complete sequences of
short, abundant transcripts through the generation of contigs
from overlapping end sequences. In other cases, one by one
full-length cDNA cloning and sequencing is required. Although
full-length cDNA cloning and sequencing strategies have been
developed, these have proven to be most efficient for short
transcripts (10–12).

We have developed a modification of the EST strategy termed
ORESTES (ORF ESTs; refs. 13 and 14), where sequences are
produced along the length of transcripts rather than just from
clone extremities, which can allow effective shotgun transcript
sequencing, accelerating both transcript definition and genome
annotation. The success of a pilot project permitted us to
undertake a large-scale ORESTES program, the Fundação de
Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de São PauloyLudwig Institute for
Cancer Research-Human Cancer Genome Project (FAPESPy
LICR-HCGP; ref. 15). We have now released a dataset of
696,745 sequences to the scientific community as a contribution
to the task of defining human genes and their products. Our
analysis shows that the ORESTES strategy is extremely efficient
in terms of transcript sequence generation and that the data
accumulated to date permit the generation of transcript scaffolds
from which full-length transcript data can be readily generated.

Materials and Methods
Biological Samples and Poly(A)1 Extraction. The samples selected
for RNA extraction were derived from tumor and surrounding
normal tissues excised from patients during surgery at the
Hospital do Câncer A. C. Camargo, São Paulo, Brazil. All
specimens were collected after explicit informed consent. Sam-
ples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and allowed to partially thaw
to 220°C for microdissection. High quality poly(A)1 RNA was
prepared as described previously (13, 14).

cDNA Production and Sequencing. Samples of 10 to 30 ng of purified
mRNA were heated at 65°C for 5 min and subjected to reverse
transcription at 37°C for 60 min in the presence of 200 units of
Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase and 15
pmols of a randomly selected primer in a final volume of 20 ml.
The primers used for cDNA synthesis and amplification varied
between 12 to 33mers and 20 to 80% guanine and cytosine. After
cDNA synthesis, 1 ml of the single stranded cDNA was PCR
amplified. A touch down PCR with 45 cycles was used after the
cDNA denaturing at 75°C. Annealing temperatures varied from
60°C to 41°C (with progressive reductions of 1°C to 2°C per
cycle). Profiles composed of a DNA smear were size selected,
cloned, and sequenced by using standard protocols as previously
described (13, 14).

Computational Analysis. The automated protocol for the analysis
of the experimentally generated data has been described else-
where (13, 14). All of the ORESTES data were loaded into a
relational database (MYSQL). We have also used a locally devel-
oped database called Integrated Database of Human Transcripts
(unpublished work) that integrates information on human tran-
scripts from different sources (including UniGene build no. 128).
The different sets of ORESTES sequences, the random sets of
39 and 59 ESTs, and the set of full-length human cDNAs were all
generated from these relational databases. Data on the degree
of full-length match and coverage by these EST sets were
determined by using CROSS-MATCH (minmatch 5 12 and min-
score 5 20).

Transcript Finishing. Primers for joining the ORESTES contigs
were designed and used in reverse transcription (RT)-PCR

reactions. Two micrograms of total RNA were reverse-
transcribed by using SuperScript II and oligo(dT) in a final
volume of 20 ml. RT-PCR was carried out in a 10-ml reaction
mixture containing 1 ml of cDNA, 13 Taq DNA polymerase
buffer, 200 mM dNTPs, 2 pmols of primers, and 1 unit Taq DNA
polymerase (GIBCOyBRL). RT-PCR products were used di-
rectly in sequencing reactions with Big Dye terminator mix on an
ABI377 sequencer (Perkin-Elmer) according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Sequencing reactions were performed with
the same primers used for RT-PCR.

Results and Discussion
ORESTES Dataset. The data set of 696,745 ORESTES sequences
used in our analysis was generated in the course of the FAPESPy
LICR-HCGP. A compilation of these sequences can be obtained
from GenBank by using the keyword ORESTES. The sequences
were produced from RNA extracted from only 24 different types
of normal and malignant tissues (Table 3, which is published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org) by
using 3,540 minilibraries that produced an average of 197
sequences each. Of the ORESTES sequences generated, 7.8%
were identified as mitochondrial transcripts or reverse tran-
scribed copies of rRNA and 5.8% were identified as having a
high similarity to known bacterial genes presumably derived
from contaminants in the tissue samples. An additional 6.1% of
the ORESTES sequences consisted of repetitive elements pre-
cluding their further analysis. From the remaining 559,675
sequences, around 62% showed high similarity at the nucleotide
level to human transcripts for which putative full-length mRNA
sequences are available or to EST sequences from other projects.
The remaining 38% had no match against any publicly available
human transcript sequences. Of these, 68% showed a high
quality match to the draft human genome sequence. Those
ORESTES that match other ESTs or have no match with other
transcript sequences remain to be compiled into complete
transcript sequences; as yet we have no precise way of knowing
how many different genes they represent, what percentage of the
derived transcripts they cover and hence what percentage of
the overall transcriptome they represent. On the other hand, the
exact coverage of ORESTES sequences that matches full-length
mRNA sequences can be accurately determined. Thus, to judge
the strengths and limitations of the ORESTES strategy we
undertook a detailed analysis of those ORESTES sequences that
correspond to genes for which full-length mRNA sequences are
available.

ORESTES Strategy and Gene Discovery. We used a collection of
15,095 mRNA sequences identified from GenBank records that
represent between 37.5% and 60% of the estimated 25,000 to
40,000 human genes (4, 5). The average length of these tran-
scripts is 2,655 bp as compared with an estimated average length
of 2,410 bp for all human transcripts (4). We grouped these into
four approximate expression classes based on the number of EST
sequences in the respective UniGene cluster (UniGene build no.
128) as shown in Table 1. This approach will be considered in
detail elsewhere and has also been used by others as a ready
means of estimating gene expression (16). Nevertheless to verify
the validity of estimating relative gene expression on this basis,
we compared the four abundance classes estimated from Uni-
Gene cluster size with the average number of serial analysis of
gene expression (SAGE) tags in SAGEMAP for each gene.
These data are also shown in Table 1, and clearly support the
grouping of the genes into relative abundance classes with the
provision that the lower two classes are not significantly differ-
ent. In addition, we undertook a series of RT-PCR experiments
where we compared the cluster size with the detection of the
message in a breast cell line population. Again, a clear and
positive association between the two sets of data is presented
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(Fig. 5, which is published as supporting information on the
PNAS web site, www.pnas.org).

To estimate our rate of gene discovery, we calculated the
percentage of full-length mRNAs, corresponding to the four
abundance classes, represented by at least one ORESTES at
different points during the course of the sequencing project (Fig.
1A). Fifty percent of the highly abundant full-length mRNAs
were represented after only 30,000 ORESTES had been se-
quenced. The same representation was achieved with '51,000
ORESTES sequences for the moderately expressed full-length
mRNAs and '300,000 and 450,000 sequences for the poorly and
rarely expressed full-length mRNAs, respectively. After gener-
ation of nearly 700,000 sequences, more than 94% of the highly
and moderately expressed mRNAs were represented and more

than 50% of the weakly and rarely expressed transcripts were
matched by at least one ORESTES. Based on the percentage of
UniGene clusters in each size class and the proportion of these
that have corresponding ORESTES sequences (Table 1), we
estimate that, despite the relatively limited tissue coverage that
we have so far achieved, the ORESTES dataset may represent
60% of all human genes.

The proportion of full-length mRNA sequences for which an
ORESTES sequence was generated corresponded with the
apparent abundance of the transcript as judged by UniGene
cluster size. However, we had previously found that ORESTES
at least partially compensates for transcript abundance (13). One
possible explanation for this is that the genes in the low and rare
classes are more likely to be tissue and stage specific than
moderately and highly expressed genes. Because we sampled
only a limited number of tissues, one would expect genes
expressed in other tissues not to be represented in our dataset.
To test this hypothesis, we repeated the analysis by using data
from a single tissue, the breast.

By using tissue source information from ESTs in UniGene, we
were able to identify 9,135 full-length mRNA sequences with
evidence for expression in breast. We then compared these with
the 133,345 ORESTES sequences derived from breast. Remark-
ably, we now found an approximately equal percentage of
full-length mRNA sequences matched by ORESTES sequences
in each abundance class (Fig. 1B). Thus, the inherent capability
of ORESTES to generate disproportionate numbers of se-
quences from poorly expressed genes appears to be extremely
powerful. Considering the difference in the number of se-
quences, the ORESTES matches against the most highly abun-
dant breast mRNAs followed a similar curve as with the total
ORESTES data set (Fig. 1 A). This observation serves as an
internal control for the comparison and supports our contention
that the improved percentage of matches against the rare
transcripts when only a single tissue is considered is indeed due
to the common tissue source of the full-length sequences and
ESTs.

We compared the percentage of full-length mRNAs matched
by similar numbers of breast-derived ORESTES and breast-
derived publicly available 59 and 39 EST sequences (Fig. 1C). For
the purposes of this comparison, we grouped the full-length
mRNAs into a single data set irrespective of their cluster size. We
generated five random sets of breast-specific 59 and 39 ESTs for
the proposed comparison. The results show that ORESTES is far
more effective in generating partial sequences from transcripts.
For example, with datasets of 70,000 sequences derived from
ORESTES and 39 and 59 ESTs, 75, 34, and 41%, respectively, of
the full-length mRNAs expressed in breast were sampled. There-
fore, a comparison of the three distributions clearly demon-
strates that ORESTES is a strategy for gene discovery signifi-
cantly surpassing that of conventional ESTs. We have been
unable to undertake similar direct comparison with randomly
primed cDNA libraries because of lack of available data. How-

Table 1. Full-length transcript database with expression level classification based on UniGene
cluster size

UniGene
cluster size*

Expression
class

Full-length
transcripts

UniGene
clusters

% Cluster with full-length
transcripts

2 , X , 10 (30) Rare 1,985 38,769 (68.1%) 5.1%
10 , X , 20 (25) Poor 3,265 4,871 (8.5%) 67.0%
20 , X , 100 (70) Moderate 5,596 8,701 (15.3%) 64.3%
X . 100 (100) High 4,249 4,572 (8.0%) 92.9%
Total 15,095 56,913 26.5%

*The average total number of SAGE tags for each or the UniGene cluster size categories is shown in parentheses
in each case.

Fig. 1. Percentage of full-length transcripts with at least one sequence
match (A) between the ORESTES sequences derived from 24 different tissues
against 15,095 full-length mRNA sequences and (B) between the ORESTES
sequences derived from breast tissue against full-length transcripts expressed
in breast. (C) Comparison between the percentage of match for ORESTES
sequences and 59 and 39ESTs derived from breast tissue.
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ever, a comparison with data from a single randomly primed
library deposited in GenBank revealed that, although this ap-
proach also generates centrally biased transcripts, it does not
have the normalizing effect that ORESTES exhibits (Fig. 7 and
Table 4, which are published as supporting information on the
PNAS web site, www.pnas.org).

ORESTES Coverage of the Transcriptome. The fundamental differ-
ence between ORESTES sequences and 59 and 39 ESTs is that
the former are generated from the central region of transcripts.
We found in our pilot project that ORESTES followed a
mathematically predictable distribution around the midpoint of
transcripts (13). We sought to verify whether the centralized
position of ORESTES would be preserved within the highly
dispersed and much larger dataset described here generated by
many laboratories, by using minilibraries of varying quality and
a large number of distinct mRNA preparations. The relative
position of each ORESTES was calculated for known genes by
scoring which of 100 equally spaced points along the length of
full-length mRNAs were covered by ORESTES sequences. The
analysis resulted in the reproduction of a remarkably symmet-
rical curve (Fig. 2). Furthermore, subdivision into primer cate-
gory used for minilibrary preparation demonstrates that this
distribution is absolutely inherent to the method and is not
sequence-dependent (Fig. 6, which is published as supporting
information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org).

The centralized distribution of ORESTES enables the partial
sequences to be used not only for transcript identification but
also as a means of progressing toward extended transcript
compilation and eventual full-length transcript sequence deter-
mination. To investigate this progression, we calculated the
percentage of nucleotides, constituting the full-length mRNA set
that was matched by ORESTES, at various points along the
course of sequence production (Fig. 3A). As expected, the
percentage of all nucleotides covered is lower than the percent-
age of transcripts with at least one ORESTES, but 700,000 such
sequences contain '40% of all nucleotides within full-length
mRNAs with UniGene clusters of 20 or more and 20% of all
nucleotides for the less abundant transcripts. Interestingly, the
curves are continuing to rise for all expression level classes even
at the end of sequence generation, showing that increased
coverage is achieved as a function of the number of sequences
generated. As expected, we found that, within an individual

tissue, nucleotide coverage was significantly more efficient than
within the context of all human transcripts (Fig. 3B). In this case,
after the generation of 100,000 ORESTES from breast tissue,
between 10% and 20% of the total number of nucleotides in each
expression class was covered. Furthermore, as would be pre-
dicted, ORESTES sequences were far more effective at gener-
ating sequence data than 59 and 39 ESTs (Fig. 3C). In this
context, it should be remembered that, whereas 39 ESTs are
clustered, 59ESTs are rather random because of premature
termination of the reverse transcription reaction. Thus, we might
expect the latter to give a better overall coverage; nevertheless,
59ESTs still cover transcript sequences in a less efficient way than
ORESTES.

Transcript Finishing Approach. Based on the extent of coverage
observed and the characteristic distribution of the ORESTES
sequences, it is possible to envisage an efficient approach to
complete transcript sequence generation. The set of full-length
mRNAs obtained from the public databases that we have used
within the present study were all generated by first producing a
full-length cDNA clone followed by its sequence determination.
An alternative approach would be simply to continue to generate
ORESTES, as well as 59 and 39 ESTs, and allow contigs to be
generated that will eventually cover all transcripts. In this
context, based on the trends of the curves shown in Fig. 3B, we
extrapolate that around 800,000 ORESTES from a single tissue
would allow the majority of the total length of all transcripts
expressed therein to be determined. It remains to be determined
which and how many different tissues must be sequenced to
identify the complete set of human transcripts. However, after
a partial coverage such as that achieved here with 700,000

Fig. 2. Positional distribution of ORESTES sequences within full-length
transcripts.

Fig. 3. Percentage of coverage of full-length transcripts by ORESTES se-
quences derived from 24 different tissues (A) and by ORESTES sequences
derived from breast tissue (B). (C) Comparison between the percentage of
coverage by ORESTES sequences and 59 and 39 ESTs derived from breast tissue.
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ORESTES from all tissues, it is already possible to use these as
a guide for directed gap closure, the equivalent of the finishing
phase of genomic sequencing. This process is particularly viable
today, within the context of the human genome, now that
considerable genome sequence is available (4, 5). The finished
genome data allow contigs formed from overlapping ORESTES
from the same transcript to be identified and correctly ordered,
thus permitting their subsequent linkage.

In order for contig joining to be an effective route to complete
full-length transcript sequence generation, the contigs have to be
sufficiently close to allow their joining by RT-PCR reactions and
sufficiently well distributed so that their joining will allow
coverage of the complete transcript. Within this context, we
assessed the characteristics of contigs generated from
ORESTES sequencing (Table 2). First, we calculated the num-
ber of contigs of ORESTES sequences for each full-length
mRNA and the average distance in base pairs along the mRNA
molecule between contigs. We found that the average number of
contigs per full-length mRNA (for which at least one ORESTES
sequence exists) increased from 1.4 at 10,000 ORESTES to 2.9
at 700,000 ORESTES, whereas the average size of the gaps
between ORESTES decreased. The average gap size was 353 bp
at 700,000 sequences, a distance compatible with the size of
fragments that can be amplified by PCR and appropriate for a
directed strategy of transcript finishing. We then asked what
portion of the transcript would be covered if the contigs were all
joined by RT-PCR. To do this, we calculated the average
distance from the 59 end of the full-length mRNA to the start of
the first internal ORESTES contig (D1 in Table 2), the distance
from the beginning of the first ORESTES contig to the end of
the last ORESTES contig (D2 in Table 2), and the distance from
the end of the last ORESTES contig to the 39 end of the
full-length mRNAs (D3 in Table 2). At 700,000 sequences, we
have a span on average of 1.8 kb starting 386 bp from the 59 end
and finishing 283 bp from the 39 end. The joining of these contigs

would thus cover more than 80% of the transcript and most of
the coding region. Indeed, a single 59 and 39 EST of 400 bp or
a fragment generated by rapid amplification of cDNA ends
(RACE) would then complete the remaining 20% of the se-
quence of the transcript.

We tested the transcript finishing approach to full-length
cDNA sequence determination by ‘‘closing gaps’’ for four human
transcripts partially represented by ORESTES sequences (Fig.
4). These human transcripts (accession nos. AF286904,
AF286905, AF315356, and AF352051) correspond to ortho-
logues of the mouse enhancer of polycomb 1 (EPC1) and 2
(EPC2), Notch 2, and proliferation potential-related protein
genes and varied in size between 3.4 and 11.2 kb. The UniGene
cluster sizes for these genes, according to build no. 128, are 33,
164, 164, and 91, respectively. ORESTES contigs corresponding
to these genes were ordered by alignment to their corresponding
orthologues andyor human genomic sequences, and 59 and 39
ESTs were used to define the probable extremities of the
transcripts. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the extent of coverage of the
full-length sequence by ORESTES varied between 47% and
71% and the number of ORESTES contigs varied from 2 to 10.
The largest gap between two ORESTES contigs was 880 bp, a
size that we were still able to close by RT-PCR. We thus expect
that it would already be possible to complete the closure of most
human transcript sequences by using this RT-PCR approach and
the currently available data.

Concluding Remarks. After the generation of the human genome
draft sequence, the priority is now to define all human genes and
their corresponding transcripts. It is now clear that the genome
sequence alone is not sufficient to allow this (4, 5). Strong
evidence for genes can be gained by cross-species genome
comparisons (17, 18); nevertheless, the most definitive approach
to the elucidation of transcripts remains their direct sequencing.
In this respect, we propose that significantly more human
transcript sequencing should be undertaken because that com-
pleted to date has not been sufficient for the delineation of all
human genes. Only complete sequences from full-length cDNA
libraries can provide proof of definitive transcript structure
because, for example, the identification of two sites of alternative
splicing in the same gene with two separate ESTs does not reveal
whether both occur in the same transcript variant or not. EST
sequences are also of lower quality than complete double-
stranded cDNA sequences, thus only allowing deduction of the

Table 2. ORESTES contig coverage of full-length mRNAs

Sequences Contigs Gap D1 D2 D3

10,000 1.4 491 bp 1,259 bp 476 bp 970 bp
70,000 2.0 554 bp 872 bp 1,131 bp 638 bp

300,000 2.5 457 bp 593 bp 1,542 bp 413 bp
700,000 2.9 353 bp 386 bp 1,814 bp 283 bp

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the transcript finishing ap-
proach. The sequence of four full-length transcripts corresponding to
human orthologues of the mouse enhancer of polycomb 1 (EPC1) and
2 (EPC2), Notch 2, and proliferation potential-related protein were
obtained by using ORESTES data in combination with genomic se-
quences available through the Human Genome Project (HGP). Coding
regions for each of the four transcripts are represented as hatched
bars and ORESTES contigs as solid bars below the genes.
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correct sequence when multiple sequences are aligned. This
latter process can be complicated because of the variability of
transcripts from the same gene, the existence of closely related
paralogues, and the impossibility of grouping nonoverlapping
sequences from the same gene. To some extent, however, the
increasing availability of finished genome sequence increases the
value of ESTs, which can be aligned against finished genome
sequence, largely overcoming clustering problems and where the
genome serves as a source of the definitive gene sequence. We
thus propose that a significant further investment in EST se-
quencing may also be warranted. To date, 700,000 ORESTES
are available, together with almost 3 million ESTs generated by
alternative strategies. The total number of ESTs represents
around 3% of the sequences used to compile the draft genome.
We suggest that 5–10 times more EST sequences from as wide
a representation of tissues as possible would make a substantial
contribution to the complete compilation of human transcripts.
This number would still represent a rather small percentage of
the overall genome project. Furthermore, the multiple transcript
coverage that would be achieved would not only conclusively
identify human genes but also provide an extensive insight into
the repertoire of alternative transcripts generated from these
genes. It is likely that such transcript variability will be key to
understanding human biology (19, 20).

In comparison with other EST approaches, ORESTES has
advantages and disadvantages, particularly related to its labor-
intensive nature. The ORESTES technique is based on low-
stringency RT-PCR (13, 14) and thus requires very high quality
RNA, because any contaminating DNA is readily amplified. In
addition, there are certainly PCR artifacts in the sequence. The
latter do not preclude the eventual construction of high-quality
transcript sequence from ORESTES data if use of genomic data

is made. It does mean, however, that caution must be used in
using ORESTES for the identification of single nucleotide
polymorphisms. On the other hand, ORESTES exhibit a strong
tendency to generate centrally biased regions of the transcripts
favoring the incorporation of coding regions within the se-
quence. Furthermore, ORESTES are normalized for rare tran-
scripts. In addition, the technique is capable of generating data
from even very small amounts of starting material. Indeed, our
data show that ORESTES exhibit a synergistic complementarity
to other transcript sequencing strategies and are likely to con-
tinue to make a contribution to the detailed delineation of the
complete repertoire of human transcripts, contained within the
now sequenced human genome.
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